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Consider Taking on an “IPA”

C O M M E N TA R Y

What Motivates This Article?
From October 2000 through September 

2002, I served as scientifi c program of-

fi cer on an Intergovernmental Personnel 

Act (IPA) appointment with the Offi ce 

of Naval Research, where I worked with 

the High Latitude Dynamics Program. 

Detailed half time to the Offi ce of Polar 

Programs at the National Science Foun-

dation, I effectively held positions at both 

agencies. This unusual interagency split 

enabled me to participate in coordinat-

ing the funding of Arctic oceanographic 

research efforts by both agencies and to 

assist with related program developments 

internal to each agency. It allowed me to 

become familiar with the internal priori-

ties and workings of two agencies that 

have, for the past half-century, provided 

the bulk of basic research funding for the 

US oceanographic community. Further, 

it allowed me to signifi cantly expand the 

scope of my own research.

My tenure as an “IPA” convinced me, 

strongly, of the need for active members 

of the oceanographic research commu-

nity to participate in agency program 

management. I hope with this article to 

interest some Oceanography readers in 

pursuing such an appointment. 

What is an “IPA,” and Why Do 
We Need Them?
Agencies that fund research face an un-

usual dilemma. On the one hand, these 

agencies must retain program managers 

who possess suffi cient experience within 

the agency to make complex programs 

function. Tenures of years are required to 

enable program managers to familiarize 

themselves with the needs and methods 

appropriate to the agency, and to develop 

effective management styles. On the 

other hand, optimal management of a 

productive and useful research program 

requires that its managers stay current 

in their fi elds of oversight. The catch is 

that program managers, initially solidly 

founded in their areas of interest, may 

not have adequate time to track ongo-

ing developments in these areas. Further, 

many large programs require exper-

tise in areas outside the manager’s own 

specialty. This is especially germane to 

oceanography, which has broadened over 

the past several decades into many highly 

specialized sub-disciplines, each highly 

complex in its own right. 

Recognition of these issues contrib-

uted to Congress enacting the Intergov-

ernmental Personnel Act in 1970 (P.L. 

91-648), commonly referred to simply 

as “IPA.” It became possible under this 

act for scientifi c researchers to spend 

time “on loan” from their home orga-

nizations to government agencies. Re-

searchers could now spend one to two 

years working intensively with career 

agency program managers. Information 

on new research developments could 

be made available directly to program 

management teams in their quest for the 

information that is crucial to effective 

research management. As compensation 

for this period of “civil service,” the IPA 

appointee received detailed knowledge of 

the inner workings of the agency, and its 

goals and priorities, and a level of expo-

sure to the broader scientifi c community 

that would be diffi cult, if not impossible, 

to attain in any other fashion. Two agen-

cies that have made extensive use of the 

IPA, and that have been strongly and 

positively impacted by it, have been the 

Offi ce of Naval Research and the Nation-

al Science Foundation. 
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What Does Being an IPA 
Appointee Entail?
An IPA appointee is normally associ-

ated with one or more programs within 

an agency and works primarily with the 

managers associated with those pro-

grams. Specifi c tasks depend on program 

needs; most appointments involve evalu-

ating research proposals and assisting in 

program goal and priority development, 

and program implementation. In order 

to function within an agency context, an 

appointee needs to become acquainted 

with both overarching agency goals and 

with routine management procedures. 

Active researchers will typically have ac-

quired much of this knowledge through 

dealing with agencies, both in request-

ing research funding and in participat-

ing in agency functions such as review 

panels. Even given prior acquaintance, 

an appointee stands to gain a wealth of 

new knowledge on underlying agency 

objectives and procedures. Further, the 

appointee will also gain an enhanced 

understanding of areas outside of their 

own specialty. For example, I started my 

IPA as a broadly based, high-latitude 

physical oceanographer and departed this 

appointment having acquired a strong 

mandate to focus on ocean mixing, (al-

beit with an emphasis on high-latitude 

oceans). This was made possible through 

the contacts I made during my appoint-

ment, the use of conferences for network-

ing and planning, and strong encourage-

ment from others within the agencies.

Different agencies can and do col-

laborate in funding research programs, 

especially large programs that may cover 

a number of areas within a discipline. 

Much of this collaboration goes on be-

hind the scenes and may not be espe-

cially well known outside the involved 

agency personnel. An IPA appointee will 

be exposed to, and will very likely assist 

in structuring, such collaborative efforts. 

During my IPA, I participated in plan-

ning workshops involving other agen-

cies such as NASA, NOAA, and the US 

Department of Agriculture, and acquired 

considerable background on the goals 

and concerns of these and other agencies.

Finally, an IPA appointee interacts 

extensively with the scientifi c com-

munity through personal, phone, and 

email communication and by attending 

scientifi c conferences and workshops. 

Depending upon the agency, consider-

able travel may be required to attend 

national and international conferences 

and to participate in site visits to differ-

ent institutions. This interaction with 

the scientifi c community is essential for 

identifying promising new research di-

rections and for evaluating progress of 

ongoing research. The contacts devel-

oped through such interactions are of 

major potential benefi t to the appointee 

and can result in scientifi c collaborations 

that last throughout a career. I don’t re-

call missing a major oceanographic con-

ference during the two-year tenure of my 

IPA appointment.

Information for the Intrigued
By taking on an IPA appointment, you 

can provide a service to a participating 

government agency and can acquire sig-

nifi cant benefi ts for yourself and your 

home institution. Prior planning can 

help to maximize both the service pro-

vided and the benefi ts returned. 

The timing of an IPA relative to one’s 

current research activities is important 

because the appointment will strongly 

impact the time available for research. 

IPA appointments come in one-year in-

crements and usually extend over two 

such increments. There are reasons for 

this time scale: it takes about one year to 

learn an agency’s workings suffi ciently 

to have an impact; however, if the ap-

pointment exceeds two years, then there 

is a risk of estrangement from research. 

If the requisite time off from research 

or teaching activities coincides with a 

natural hiatus in these activities, then so 

much the better. It is possible to keep a 

research program alive and well at your 

home organization during the course 

of an IPA assignment through use of 

proxy PIs and diligent advance planning. 

Participation in extensive fi eld activities 

during an appointment is likely to pres-

ent diffi culties; however, some involve-
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ment in data analyses and in manuscript 

preparation is not an unreasonable ex-

pectation. I managed, through use of 

proxy Principal Investigators (PIs), to 

maintain my own participation in one 

Arctic project and two Antarctic projects 

during my IPA. One of these actually in-

volved fi eldwork, although I did not par-

ticipate, and it was possible to get some 

published results out.

The career stage of an IPA appointee is 

another primary consideration. A break 

from research early in a career can im-

pede research publications and may neg-

atively impact professional advancement 

within one’s home organization. The 

impact of a temporary decrease in pub-

lication volume needs to be evaluated, 

though, in the context of a signifi cantly 

enhanced understanding of agency work-

ings and a broadening of acquaintances 

with colleagues throughout the fi eld. 

Generally, someone in mid-career will be 

better prepared to offer scientifi c advice 

to agency managers than someone who 

has just completed a Ph.D. or postdoc-

toral program. A late-career appointee 

will be able to offer lots of sage advice to 

an agency, but may not stand to benefi t 

as greatly career-wise. Clearly, a spectrum 

of pros and cons fall in between the ex-

tremes represented by entry into an IPA 

appointment of a fresh post-doc and a 

senior university faculty member.

 

Some Questions You Should Ask
Assuming that you are interested in an 

IPA appointment, then you’ll need to 

carry out a bit of preliminary research. 

First, be aware that just because an IPA 

appointment has not been advertised 

does not mean that none is available. 

Inquire at your agency of choice. Ask 

agency personnel whether you’ll have 

any time for your own research and, if 

so, how much. Will the agency provide 

any support, such as computer time 

or travel funds, for this research? How 

much time should you expect to spend 

on agency-related business travel? Will 

you have time to continue mentoring 

graduate students or post-docs at your 

home institution? Will the agency pay 

for regular travel to and from your home 

institution? What sort of living expense 

allowance will the agency provide you? 

Policies will vary among agencies, so 

don’t assume that the policy at one agen-

cy will apply at another.

You’ll need to inquire of your home 

institution about substitutes for duties 

such as teaching. Are they amenable to 

your mentoring of graduate students and 

post-docs from a distance? Discuss with 

your colleagues and administrators the 

potential institutional benefi ts of your 

taking on an IPA. This would be the time 

to address any issues concerning impacts 

on promotions or tenure. I returned 

from my IPA with a tremendous amount 

of new insight into agency priorities and 

interests; the insights you gain can be of 

signifi cant benefi t when shared with col-

leagues at your own institution. This po-

tential benefi t should be pointed out to 

your administrators.

Finally, and most important, you need 

to ask yourself whether this is the right 

time in your career to take on an IPA, 

and what you will get out of it. I found 

my own knowledge of our national 

research infrastructure tremendously 

broadened by my experience. I was able 

to attend more conferences and meet 

more potential colleagues than would 

have been possible under any other cir-

cumstances. I gained inside information 

on agency needs and priorities that has 

been invaluable in project organization 

and in proposal preparation, and I have 

strengthened my own and other organi-

zations by sharing this information. My 

only real regret is that I didn’t take on an 

IPA at an earlier stage in my own career, 

where I would have enjoyed the benefi ts 

over a greater career span.

Should I Bring My Family Along?
I found the Washington area a fasci-

nating and enjoyable place in which to 

dwell. The climate is great for the rough-

ly six months out of the year that com-

prise spring and autumn and requires 

for the remaining six months, well, some 

forbearance. When not traveling to the 

four corners of the globe on agency-re-

lated business, there are more concerts, 

art exhibitions, plays, sports events, 

street fairs and generally plain enjoyable 

things to do than one can reasonably 

take in. I spent many pleasant afternoons 

at the galleries and museums along the 

Mall, not to mention the Camden Yards 

home of the Baltimore Orioles. [Editor’s 

note: The Nationals are now in town, 

and are an easy Metro ride away at RFK 

Stadium.] There are many, many superb 

restaurants covering most if not all na-

tionalities. The countryside beyond the 

urban limits ranges in character from the 

wetlands of Maryland’s Eastern Shore 

to the mountains of the Blue Ridge. It 

is riddled with parks and historical sites 

and is compellingly beautiful. Schools, 

especially in northern Virginia, have ex-

cellent reputations.

My own IPA was highly positive, 

and I think many of us can benefi t from 

a similar experience. I hope that this 

account may inspire others to share in 

the experience. 


